OMNICO COMMERCE: A SINGLE TRANSACTION
AND ENGAGEMENT PLATFORM
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How brands today
must unite their
systems to achieve
a seamless and
personalised
customer experience

Today’s brands – from theme parks, casinos, resort
destinations, catering canteens, quick-service
restaurants and leisure sites – are all designed to
provide their customers with the very best and most
enjoyable experience. However, this experience must
today be available to them across multiple mobile and
digital touchpoints, be tailored and personalised to
the customer and their needs, and fulfill their overall
expectations.
In order to achieve this brands need to unite their
disparate systems, from the front-end devices to
the back-office management, regardless of the
products or service they are providing. This ensures
all the various transaction and behavioural data
about customers can be harnessed and utilised to
offer an enhanced and personalised experience.
This ultimately drives increased revenue by ensuring
customers stay on site and spend more per visit.
Omnico Commerce provides the solution to this. A
single transaction and engagement platform, with
multiple consumer-facing touchpoints, that delivers a
complete solution for brands.

OMNICO COMMERCE

The key to providing a seamless, frictionless experience is to unite
all disparate systems and technologies together on to a single
transaction and engagement platform.
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Why is it important to understand
your customer?
Previous research and reports from Omnico have
highlighted how consumers want technology to create a
unified and personalised experience.

When we have questioned consumers on what kind of
experience they want to receive, personalisation and loyalty
are key drivers.

MEAL
PLAN

24%

60%

78%

prefer Kiosks because they
can view their loyalty points
on the screen and spend
them

would become a returning
customer if they could earn
more loyalty points

of guests would buy a meal
plan if they were offered
loyalty points and rewards
as part of the package

want to be able to earn
and use loyalty points

75%

68%

35%

27%

are happy to receive offers
and discounts based on
their location and personal
data via a mobile app

would play a mobile app
game, if they could earn
reward points or discounts
to spend

want the ability to send
their children additional
rewards from their own
app to spend

like that Mobile Apps
enable them to see and
spend their loyalty points

48%

OFFER

* https://blooloop.com/merlin-digital-guest-journey/
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The challenge brands face is that there is a plethora of
mobile and digital technologies, such as self-service kiosks
and mobile point-of-sale tills, all providing access to a
variety of different experiences.
While there is call from consumers for technology to solve
frustrations like queuing, research indicates that any solution
must now do more.
Ultimately customers want to feel recognised and valued,
and by doing so will spend more on site and become a loyal
and returning customer. As the research highlights, 75% of
consumers are happy to receive offers and discounts based
on their location and personal data. If customers are aware

they’re providing their information, they
want to know that the data is being used
in the right way.
Brands today can use this data to power
and service offers and promotions,
based on the customers preferences or
on the brands own business goals, can
view real-time insights into customer
behaviour and overall trends that again
can inform broader business decisions.
Smart use of this data allows brands to
form powerful new revenue streams.

DEAL

One engine to power them all
Managing a high-volume location can be very complex, with
many systems, data-sources and suppliers. For many it may
seem a complex solution to unite disparate systems like a
retail point-of-sale and stock management, with the kitchen
ordering system for a restaurant or snack-food stall. But
at the heart of each customer interaction is a transaction,
booking or purchase.
Omnico Commerce unites all these disparate systems and
touch points on to a single platform across an organisations
various sites; from restaurants, to spas, hotels, quick service
canteens, casinos, leisure activities and retail stores.
A platform such as this can deliver online bookings,
payment, real-time collation of loyalty points, and access

control. Brands and operators can use the data collated
to increase efficiency by managing capacity across a site
and its various restaurants, updating stock levels across
an entire inventory of stores and warehouses and serve
relevant promotions and offers to customers to entice them
further. Ultimately, uniting all the customer data under one
system can reduce costs and improve return on investment.

This platform simplifies the overall
complexity of having multiple systems
and touchpoints, and brings together all
customer data to improve ROI.
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Omnico Commerce

kiosk

basket

pay at
table

cloud
services

ticketing

mobile order
ahead

online

run

omnico commerce
solutions

stock

engage

pos

mobile pos
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Add-to-Basket –
Omnico’s transaction platform
Brands can provide a consistent “basket” logic,
regardless of the channel or touchpoint used, with
the ability to tailor specific items, modifiers, discount
codes, promotions and tax.
Omnico has a range of touchpoints available for the
Basket platform to sit on; from fixed-point POS tills,
to Mobile POS that can be used in both retail and
F&B environments. Both attended or unattended
(self-service) Kiosks allow customers to purchase or
Order Ahead via mobile app or website, choosing
a specific location, pick-up time and products,
purchasing through a stored card or pre-paid value
wallet.
The transaction Basket platform can be managed
through back-office systems including EJ,
Cash Management and reporting, as well as full
integration with existing kitchen management
systems, from kitchen displays to printers, with
the ability to add table locations to personalise the
customer experience.
Everything can be managed centrally across an
entire estate, with all devices, configurations,
promotions and entitlements centrally reported
on. Omnico has integration with over 15 payment
gateways for card and digital payments including
FreedomPay, Elavon, ACI, Worldpay and Adyen.
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Engage with your customers
through personalised
promotions and loyalty points
Omnico Commerce provides the ability to enhance a brands
customer loyalty and drive revenue through the integration of
targeted rewards and discounts.
Create a master account and link membership schemes
to the customer to trigger promotions and earn additional
points. You can link family members to the central account,
as well as manage stored pre-paid wallets, meal-deals and
coupons, all enhancing the loyalty of your customers. Stored
pre-paid wallets can also be used for gift cards or cashless
schemes, with the ability to top-up, activate, redeem or limit
products via online, mobile app, or self-service Kiosk.

OFFER

Engage also allows customers to build personalised and
specific pre-paid plans that can be tied to specific outlets
at a discounted price. Promotions like BOGOF, meal deals,
item and transaction discounts can be targeted to specific
customers based on their behaviour or even location.
Brands can build behavioural promotions over time, based
on frequency of visit, amount of spend or quantity of
products. Ensure even further personalised engagement
with records of special occasions, guest preferences, and
integration with Table Reservation to ensure table plans are
created for different events.

Unite the ability to purchase and store tickets
and event bookings through Ticketing
Omnico offers a variety of ticket types; from one-time
access, to limited time, multiday and season passes.
Various touch points can fulfil the purchase of these tickets,
from POS terminals where tickets can still be printed, to
online, mobile or Kiosk, where tickets can then be allocated
on to RFID wristbands.

integrated with access to different VIP areas
or special events. Bookings for concerts,
theatres and special events, or bookings
and purchases for resources including spa
treatments, cabanas, rooms and equipment can also be
managed through Ticketing.

These various tickets and devices to store them, can be
used to gain access entry at different sites and gates
depending on ticket types. Memberships can also be

Back office or customer service can view ticket sales and
forecast on dashboards to help make business decisions.
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Provide an enhanced retail
merchandise offer with Stock
With consumers now having the ability to use Uber and
Amazon Prime at the touch of a button, customers want to
be able to purchase what they want, when they want it, or
have items delivered to specific locations at their desired time.
Through the Stock product Omnico provides a real-time view
of stock levels across all stores and central warehouses for
resort destinations, theme parks, and casinos.
A ‘sourcing rules engine’ within the Stock product can work
out the best location to source goods from based on stock
levels, timescales and where the customers wants that item

delivered to. This allows brands to fulfil stock orders
from anyway, and have delivered to hotel rooms, or to
the guest home address on their return.
In-store dashboards allow store staff to make sure customer
orders are managed from picking of the items, to collections,
shipping and transferred. Orders can be created via a range
of touchpoints, on fixed-point POS to self-service Kiosk, with
orders being integrated with Engage to offer promotions and
earn loyalty points on those orders.

Cloud Services and Support that
keeps operations running smoothly
Omnico Cloud Services includes a variety of help
and support across Application, Infrastructure and
Engagement services, available to customers and partners
around the world.
Omnico provides a 24 x 7 x 365 incident and support
service to deliver technical help and knowledge via its
dedicated team. The support is available to customers
globally, with multiple languages provided. As standard
for each customer, Omnico provides omniRun – a tool
which can be used by the customer support teams to run

further diagnostics of end user touch
points (such as fixed point POS tills,
kiosks, etc) without impacting the end
user themselves. Diagnostics can be
run on mass, across as many touch
points as required, to determine the
scale of any issues.
The dedicated Service and Support provided ensures
peace of mind that the platform and products are secure,
resilient and dependable.
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Conclusion
Consumers are looking for the very best experience. At each technology touchpoint they use they want to be remembered,
recognised and rewarded. Uniting this via a single transaction and engagement platform, across retail and hospitality
systems provides the enhanced experience demanded by today’s consumers.

The three key points of a unified platform:

1

2

3

Brands should
provide a seamless
consumer journey

Personalise all experiences
through the use of data

Make each experience
connected through relevant
and user-friendly technology

If you’d like to discuss how Omnico Commerce can benefit your
brand, please do get in touch for a personalised demo…
request a demo

Contact Omnico at enquiries@omnicogroup.com

